Conrad Strays Cat Rescue and Adoption, Inc. PO Box 84, Middleton, Idaho 83644

ADOPTION APPLICATION
This questionnaire will help us match you with the right cat for your family.
To be eligible for the adoption process, please completely fill out this form and return it to us.
1. Name ______________________________ Date __________ Phone #’s _______________________
2. Email address: _______________________________________
3. Tell us what kind of personality you would like.

(This helps us match you with your new feline companion)
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3 a. Is there a particular cat you are interested in?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
4. Why do you want a cat? Companion,
Companion for pet, Barn cat/mouser, Pet for children,
Gift.
Please list all that apply
5. Please list all of the cats and dogs you currently have:
Dog __ Cat __ Spayed/neutered Yes ___ No ___ Kept inside __ Kept outside __ Inside/outside __Age ____
Dog __ Cat __ Spayed/neutered Yes ___ No ___ Kept inside __ Kept outside __ Inside/outside __Age ____
Dog __ Cat __ Spayed/neutered Yes ___ No ___ Kept inside __ Kept outside __ Inside/outside __Age ____
6. List 3 other pets you’ve had over the past 10 years that you no longer have and list what happened to them.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
7. Do you want an indoor cat? ______ Outdoor cat? _______ Indoor/outdoor cat? ______
8. Does anyone in your family have allergies to pets? _________
9. How much do you estimate yearly costs will be caring for a cat (food, litter, veterinary care)? _______________.
10. What is the most you would ever spend on your cat if it becomes ill? _______________
11. Do you have children in your family? __________

Ages ________________

12. Under what circumstances would you ever give up a pet? _____________________________________________
13. If you have to move, have a baby or go to college, what will you do with your cat?
____________________________
14. Would you give a shy cat as much time as needed to adjust to his/her new home, or would you rather adopt an
outgoing cat ? ______________________________________________________________________________
Conrad Strays Cat Rescue reserves the right to refuse any adoptions for any reason and to confiscate any cat or kitten because of falsification
of this adoption questionnaire. We believe in matching our cats to the right families.

________________________________________________Signed _________________ Date

